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The purpose of this paper is to update the research
conducted thus far with regard to the pipe artifacts
excavated from operation 35 at the Liberty Hall Academy
site. Further emphasis will be placed on specific· pipe
artifacts that are unique in nature and that may prove
beneficial through their inference of cultural data.

Extensive survey and excavation of operation 35
during the Summer of 1978 and the Spring of 1979 have
yielded a total of 57 pipe artifacts; 18 pipe stem por
tions and 39 pipe bowl fragments.

All but 17 of these

pipe artifacts were excavated within structure nine
( refer to fig.1-1 ).

Observing the grid map for opera

tion 35, the largest number of pipe fragments, 10 (6 stems
and 4 bowls), was found in location 50.

There has been

no substantial reason for the great amount of fragments
centered in this specific location; it should be noted
that location 50 is situated along the southern wall and
is found toward the corner of the hearth set in the east
ern wall.

Of the pipe bowls encountered in this location,

one is anthropomorphic and three are a

deco~ated

reed type.

For the most part, operation J5 pipe artifacts were
found to be evenly distributed within structure nine (refer
to fig.1-1).

Unlike structure two, the location of these

fragments does not prdominate toward a certain wall that
could be considered the back of the

str~cture.

An assess

ment of the pipe artifact distribution on the exterior of
the structure shows random and scattered placement as well.

At present, three pipe bowls have been excavated to the
northern exterior of the structure, one bowl and three
sterns to the southern exterior, one bowl and one stem to
the western exterior, and two bowls to the eastern exterior.
Although the structure is situated on an anticlinal slope
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there has been no evidence of a backwash of pipe fragments
(or other artifacts).

The limited erosion might be due

to the dense faunal growth and the rocky and clay soil of
the area.
To bring into perspective the different pipe bowl
types from operation 35, an analysis was undertaken.
The following tables outline the research results.

Table 1.
Distribution of Pipe Bowls Over Operation 35
I.
II.

White Clay - 2
Reed Types
A. Decorated - 12
A1 Decorated and Glazed - 4
B. Plain - 9

TOTAL

III.
IV.

v.

= 25

Anthropomorphic - 5
Colona-Indian - 4
Coarse - J
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Table 2.
Distribution of Bowl Fragments by Type

I.

White Claysi

Operation/
Location

3546
3577

II.

# of Frag
ments
1

1

Reed Typess
A. Decorated
Operation/
Location

3542
3544

3545
3546
3547
3550

3553
3562

# of Frag
ments
1
1
1
1

3
3
1
1

Al Decorated and Glazed

Operation/
Location

3509
3510
3556
3557

# of Frag
ments
1
1
1
1
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B. Plain
Operation/
Location

3504
3506
3511
3530
3535

3547
3553
3559
3560
III.

# of Frag
ments

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

Anthropomorphic:
Operation/
Location

# of Frag
ments

3522
3544
3545
3550
3577
IV,

Colono-Indian:
Operation/
Location

# of Frag
ments

J517

2

3542
3552

1
1
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V.

Coarsec

Operation/
Location

3534
3575

# of Frag
ments
1
2

Table 3.
Distribution of Pipe Stems Over Operation 35
Operation/
Location

# of Fragments

3500
3503
3504
3505
3507
3510

,z

3526

1

3535
3539
3550

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

6
1

J.560
3575

2

35_

1
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Type I. (\!Jh i te Clays)
Carl Ehwa,Jr. describes the making of the typical
white clay pipe as suchs
••• clay is ground in a mill and mixed with
water until it has a smooth, workable texture.
The molder rolls a lump of the prepared clay
into a long stem and shapes a cone-like blob
at one end, creating a form which will fit the
final mold. Next, the caster takes the crude
ly shaped piece and ~uns a wire through the
shank. Leaving the wire in place, he puts the
pipe-in-progress into a halved mold with holes
at each end and, using a hand press, forces
the mold tightly shut. When the excess clay
is forced out, a reaming device is pushed into
the large end of the mold to form the inner
bowl of the pipe. The pipe is removed from
the mold and allowed to dry for several days.
Then the seams created by the mold are scraped
off and the pipe is ready for baking.
( 1974)
One of the most valuable pipe artifacts, in terms
of cultural significance, was excavated from test pit

3577,

The bowl fragment, a refined, highly polished,

white clay, appears to be of Dutch origin.
fragment is small in size and does not show

Although the

a maker's

mark, the workmanship of the bowl and its distinct style
are characteristic of the Dutch pipe (see fig. 2-G).
Until this time, white clays were associated only
with structures one and two.

According to research

conducted by Kurt Russ (197?), of the total number of
pipe artifacts, 58% are white clay and 9.6% are of Dutch
origin.

Although there were a few domestic white clays

produced, the majority were English or Dutch made.
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With the finding of European pipe fragments, it again
becomes necessary to question the concept of cultural
and economic isolation of the inhabitants at Liberty
Hall Academy.

Type II. (Reed)

A. Decorated
As shown in table 2-II.A, a total of 12 decorated
reed pipes were encountered at operation 35,

Designs

range from a simple fluting of the bowl rim to the ribbed
and fluted type pipe shown in fig. 2-A.

No glaze was

present on these pipe fragments, and the clay types in
cluded gray, beige, orange-red, and brown.

B. Decorated and Glazed
Although it was believed that the Scotch-Irish
of this location were unconcerned with beauty and aesthetics,
pipe artifacts continue to appear with designs and decor
ated patterns, thus revealing a degree of creativity
and interest in ornamentation.
Four pipe artifacts of type II-B were excavated
from operation

35.

Similar to the decorated pipe, these

bowls are covered with a high-gloss glaze (see fig. 2-B).
The glaze served two purposes:
1. to protect the clay against cracking, breaki ng, ect.
2. to highlight and emphasize the decoration on t he
pipe bowl
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c.

Plain

At present, nine pipe artifacts classified as plain
reeds have been found in operation 35,

These fragments are

both unglazed and undecorated, and require a reed stern
for their use.

In addition to the straight form shown in

fig. 2-C, the the elbow-shaped pipe has also been prevalent.
Many of the plain reed pipes appear to have been produced
locally.

Type III. (Anthropomorphic)
In terms of decorative pipes, the anthropomorphic
type is certainly one of the more unique styles.

The bowls

of these pipes are shaped in the form of faces and are
generally colored and glazed.
one unusual
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Various clay types were used;

portrait" pipe is of a dark chocolate color 

ornamentation also includes thick ribbing along the sides

of the pipe and two heavy bands around the stem end (see fig.
2-E)
The coloring of anthropomorphic pipes is one of the
primary distinctions from other types.
pipes are bright and rich in color

Usually these
the glaze accents

both the color and facial design on the bowl.

Shades

range from yellow, to green, to a dark brown.
Aside from those anthropomorphic pipes that were
hand sculptured (so far, non-existent on the Liberty Hall
site), most were produced from moldsJ this accounts for
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the variation in bowl size

~~-as

well, there is quite

a differentiation in facial design among these pipes.
Certain pipe manufacturers can be identified by the
particular mold design of their bowls.
In regard to operation 35, five type. I I I pipe fragments
were excavated.

One interesting find was made in op.J5-22;

during a limited investigation of certain areas beneath
the brick floor in structure nine, an uncommon anthropo
morphic fragment was found.

Characteristically, the pipe

bowl is composed of a beige-type clay and is both uncolored
and unglazed.

Only one other fragment has been excavated

from the Liberty Hall site that closely resembles this
particular pipe type.
shown on fig.3

The fragment found in op.35-22 is
it is 2.7 cm. long and 2 cm. wide.

A barely visable seam can be seen running the entire length
of the fragment.

Each side of the face appears to be id

entical (note the mouth and the lines above the eyes).
The other resembling fragment (see fig.4) has many of
the same features as the op.)5-22 fragment.

Comparing the

noses of the two bowls, two important likenesses can be seen:
1. the length from the pipes seams to the furthest point
of the flare of the noses measures equally.
2. the noses of both pipes are split along the same line.
Other similarities include the curving lines on the sides
of the bowls and the equal placement of the ears.

According to data previously collected by Kurt Russ and
Dr. John McDaniel, the anthropomorphic pipes excavated at the
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Liberty Hall site are of a post 180) era.

This may not hold

true for the particular fragment found in op.J5-22.

Having

been located beneath the brick floor of structure nine, it
is understandable that the fragment is of an earlier date
than most of the other anthropomorphic pipes excavated.
Moreover, in comparison with other "portrait" pipes .from
other operations and locations, this pipe fragment is more
cruder in style than the rest.
When trying to establish a date for this pipe bowl
various ideas are introduced.

Ivor Noel Hume (196J) states,

"The ornamenting of pipe bowls was not common in the
seventeenth century although a few are found decorated1,
with impressed stamps, embossed with dots, or molded in
the shape of human faces."

In relation to the artifacts

encountered above the brick in op.)5-22, it is remote that
the pipe fragment pre-dates the eighteenth century.
It is possible that the pipe was a locally made
imitation of the more expensive imported ones which were
of a better quality and glazed.

This would account for the

common beige-type clay and the poor workmanship of the bowl.
At this point, however, it would be hasty and illogical to
make a conclusive statement on the date.

Perhaps after

further research is conducted one can be established.

Type IV. (Colono-Indian)
Four colono-Indian, or aboriginal, type pipe fragments
have been found in op.35.

One such fragment is made of a
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dark, heavy clay or stone and is both undecorated and
unglazed (see fig.2-D).

Aboriginal pipes are distinguish

able in appearance, being underworked and overfired.

Most

of them are crudely made and are sometimes carved from
stone or are fired from a coarse type of clay.

According

to previously collected data, it is believed that the
majority of the colono-Indian pipes were locally produced,
while others may have been collected by the Liberty Hall
inhabitants.

Type

v.

(Coarse)

This group of pipes is rather simplistic and unrefined.
Generally, coarse pipes are undecorated and primitive-like
in style, which tends to show that there was little concern
for aesthetics.

Quite a number of these pipes are made of

a local reddish-orange clay.
From operation 35, three type V pipe fragments were
encountered

see fig. 2-F.

Pipe Stems
As stated earlier, there were 18 pipe stem portions
excavated from op.35.

Like the pipe bowls, the stems

were also found randomly distributed both inside and out
side of structure nine.

One white clay pipe stem was

encountered in layer four (beneath the brick floor) in

op.35-35.

Overall, the ratio of pipe stems to white clay

bowls is 9:1.
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Conclusions

1 .. Evidence from the number of pipe artifacts encountered
at operation 35 suggests that a considerable amount of
smoking took place.
2.

With the finding of more Dutch and English clay pipe
fragments, the concept of cultural and economic iso
lation is further weakened.

3.

More anthropomorphic pipe bowls have been uncovered
at operation 35 / structure nine than at any other
structure to date. It is evident that there was a
concern for beauty and aesthetics.

4.

The disparity in pipe fragment distribution of
structure two is not present in the distribution
of structure nine.

5. A reexamination of structure nine should be made,
taking into consideration the possibility of a
sub-structure of an earlier date.
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